In this technical report, we present a generic approach for the integration of datatypes expressed using formal specification languages within state diagrams. Our main motivations are (i) to be able to model dynamic aspects of complex systems with graphical user-friendly languages, and (ii) to be able to specify in a formal way and at a high abstraction level the datatypes pertaining to the static aspects of such systems. The dynamic aspects may be expressed using state diagrams (such as UML or SDL ones) and the static aspects may be expressed using either algebraic specifications or state oriented specifications (such as Z or B). Our approach introduces a flexible use of datatypes. It also may take into account different semantics for the state diagrams. We herein present first the formal foundations of our approach and then a case study is used to demonstrate its pragmatism.
Introduction
Semi-formal notations such as the UML [59] and SDL [34] have now made a breakthrough in software engineering, mainly because of their user-friendliness through graphical notations and adaptability. For instance, the UML enables one to describe the different aspects of complex systems (static aspects -including datatypes and functional aspects -, dynamic aspects -including concurrency and communication -, and architectural aspects). For this purpose, the UML is using different kinds of diagrams inherited from earlier methods and notations. However, the UML still lacks a formal semantics [63, 11] and even if some diagrams are formalized (see Section 4), the whole combination of the different diagrams is not. This issue is an important one as one would want to ensure that a whole system described through different diagrams is consistent. This "multi-diagram consistency problem" is nowadays an issue for a lot of works [13, 61] . Verifications on multi-diagrams UML specifications is also, if not impossible, very restricted. For all these reasons, UML formalization is actually an issue for a lot of works, mainly related with the Precise UML Group [36] .
In the meantime, formal methods have now been successfully used for several decades to describe systems in a more mathematical and unambiguous way. The main interest of formal methods and formal languages is that their semantics is well-defined, hence making the verification of systems possible. Moreover, formal specifications also enable one to describe systems at a higher abstraction level, dealing with the "what" (system properties) and not the "how" (implementation details). However, as a counterpart, formal methods are often said to be hard to learn and to put into practice.
The joint use of formal and semi-formal specification languages therefore seems to be a promising approach, with the objective of taking advantage of both approaches: specifier-friendliness and readability from semi-formal approaches, high abstraction level, expressiveness, consistency and verification means from formal approaches. In this paper, we propose an approach dealing with this issue. It enables one to specify using an integrated language the different aspects of complex systems.
Static and functional aspects are specified using static formal specification languages (algebraic specifications [14] , state oriented languages such as Z [70] or B [5] ). This makes the verification of specifications possible but also the description of datatypes at a very high abstraction level. The flexibility we propose at the static aspects specification level enables the specifier to choose the formal language that is the more suited to this task: either the one (s)he knows well, the one with tools, or the one that makes the reuse of earlier specifications possible.
Dynamic aspects (i.e. behaviours, concurrency, communication) are modelled using state diagrams. Our proposal is generic. Different dynamic semantics may be taken into account, hence our approach may be used for Statecharts [38] , for the different (yet growing number) of UML state diagrams semantics [51, 49, 74, 10, 73, 41] , and more generally for any state / transition oriented specification. In our approach, the specification is controldriven: the dynamic aspects are the main aspects within a specification and state how the static aspects datatypes are used.
In a larger scale, our work deals with the formal specifications integration and composition issues, where we yet have some general results [9, 66, 65, 64 ]. At the specification global level, our approach therefore also addresses the static-dynamic parts consistency issues. This paper is structured as follows. In Section 2, we present the formal foundations of our approach: syntactic links between state diagrams and datatypes extensions, and integration semantics. Section 3 then illustrates in a pragmatic way how our approach may be used to specify a simple system (a gas station). In Section 4, we present related works and compare our approach with them. To end, Section 5 concludes our work and presents some future perspectives.
Formal Foundations of the Combination
In this section we present the formal aspects of our integration of formal datatypes within state diagrams. We first present the extension syntax for this integration, and then study its semantics.
Syntax
We here present the syntactic extensions we add to state diagrams to take into account the formal datatypes integration. We advocate for a control-driven approach of mixed specification. This means that the main part of a specification is given by the dynamic aspects modelling (behaviours and communications). The static aspects are encapsulated within the dynamic aspects.
We first add module importation and local variables declaration extensions to state diagrams. Both are done using data boxes (Fig. 1) , some kind of UML-inspired note which is usually used to give additional informations to a diagram in a textual form.
The IMPORT notation is introduced to indicate which data modules are imported as well as the language used to write their contents (algebraic specifications, Z schemas, B machines, or other). Such a language is called a framework in our approach and is used to define the specific evaluation functions which enable us to evaluate the state diagrams data embeddings.
Variables are also declared and typed in the data boxes. Since modules often contain several type definitions, and since types with the same name may be defined in two different modules, the type of a variable may be prefixed with the name of a module in order to avoid conflicts. Datatype extensions (data expressions) may therefore appear in both states and transitions (Tab. 1). In states, our extensions correspond to activities (actions such as entry/exit or local modifications, and events). In transitions, our extensions enable one to (i) receive values in events and then store these values into local variables, (ii) guard transitions with data expressions, (iii) send events with data expressions within and (iv) make assignments of data expressions to the local variables. The two latter ones take place in the action part of transitions.
Possible extended activities within states are not directly taken into consideration in our approach. However, such activities can be viewed as a specific case of transitions between states.
Data expressions may be either variables, terms for algebraic specifications or operation applications for state oriented specifications (such a VDM, Z or B). As far as the formal language for the static aspects is concerned, the only constraint is to have some well-defined evaluation mechanism. Our approach makes possible the joint use of several static formal languages at the same time. However, a strong mix of constructs from several languages (such as importing a Z module within an algebraic specification, or using algebraic specifications variables in a Z operation application) is prohibited in order to avoid possible semantic inconsistencies. Our goal is neither to advocate for such complex combinations, nor to develop means to solve such inconsistencies. As a general way of verifying these constraints, we developped a meta-type concept using meta-typing rules (see the semantics below). Badly meta-typed terms may not be evaluated within our approach. Finally, we highlight the fact that the meaning of static specifications has to be consistent, and we assume this working hypothesis for the definition of semantic rules. In Table 1 , we summarize our transitions extensions. Table 2 , we give an abstract syntax for these extensions. The VAR, TYPE, PREDICATE and DATA-TERM nonterminals correspond respectively to variable names, type names (sorts), predicate and data expressions. 
Part of label Kind of interaction Example with data
EVENT reception event-name(x :T , ¡ ¢ ¡ £ ¡ ,x n :T n ) GUARD guard predicate(t , ¡ ¢ ¡ ¢ ¡ ,t n ) ACTION emission / receiverˆevent-name(t , ¡ £ ¡ ¢ ¡ ,t n ) ACTION local modification / x:=tLINK ¤ ¥ ¤¦ [EVENT] [[GUARD]] [/ ACTION+] EVENT ¤ § ¤¦ event-name [(VAR-DECL+)] VAR-DECL ¤ § ¤¦ VAR: TYPE GUARD ¤ § ¤¦ PREDICATE ACTION ¤ § ¤¦ EMISSION | ASSIGNMENT EMISSION ¤ § ¤¦ [VAR]ˆevent-name [(DATA-TERM+)] ASSIGNMENT ¤ § ¤¦ VAR := DATA-TERM
Semantics
In this part, our goal is to give an integrated formal semantics to state diagrams extended with formal datatypes in a way that has been presented in the syntactic part. We do not aim at formalizing some specific kind of state diagram, which has already successfully been done, see [51, 49, 74, 10, 73, 41 , 38] for example. We rather aim at being able to reuse different existing state diagram semantics. Therefore, our semantics is presented in such a way that generic constructs may then be instantiated for a specific kind of state diagram. In our semantics we will for example deal with properties such as "the event pertains to the input event collection of the state diagram", which could thereafter be instantiated for a specific state diagram language into "the event is the first element of the input queue associated with the state diagram process". Such generic constructs are represented in our semantics using boxes (e.g. event¨© in ).
Using this generic approach, we preserve a very general description of extended state diagrams. In this way, all kind of state diagrams and their underlying semantics could be considered. The meaning of the state diagrams extension is expressed using an operational semantics. Therefore, the semantics of a non-extended state diagram D has to be given in term of a Labelled Transition System (LTS) ( INIT (D), STATE (D), TRANS (D)), which is currently always the case. We may then define precisely the meaning of the integration of data into dynamic diagrams using extended states evolutions and evaluation functions.
Our semantics is given using rules which may be decomposed into: meta-typing rules (badly meta-typed terms may not be evaluated), action evaluation rules (describing the effects of actions on extended states), dynamic rules (describing the individual evolution of an extended state diagram), open systems rules (describing the effect of putting extended state diagrams within an external environment), and global system and communication rules (putting things altogether). We will also discuss the evaluation functions associated with the different static specification languages one may use. To end this section on the semantics of our approach, we will illustrate the application of our semantic rules on a simple, yet concrete, piece of specification. Specific notations are introduced throughout the semantic definitions.
Meta-Typing Rules. These rules are needed in order to evaluate data expressions appearing in diagrams, and more precisely to perform evaluation using the adequate evaluation function, that is the one dedicated to the meta-type (e.g. Larch, CASL, Z, B) of the term. The META" VAR rule is used to give a meta-type to variables using data local declarations. The META" TERM rule gives the meta-type of a construction from the meta-types of elements which compose it. op t
t n is an abstract notation to denote the application of an operation to a set of terms, since syntactically there are some differences between algebraic and state oriented formal specification languages. is the set of environments, which are finite sets of pairs ¡ x¨v¢ denoting that the variable x is bound to the value v. Environments memorize the datatypes managed by extended state diagrams; the set of output events collections.
Action Evaluation
Collections are introduced to memorize events exchanged between diagrams. Q inD (resp. Q outD ) is used to denote a collection associated to diagram D to store input (resp. output) events.
The E G e X v notation means that using the evaluation defined in the X framework, v is a possible evaluation of e using the environment E for substituting the free variables. More details concerning the semantics of X 1 A collection is an abstract structure which may be instantiated for a given type of state diagram by a queue, a set or a multiset for example.
will be given in the remainder. Furthermore, if E and E are environments then EE is the environment in which variables of E and E are defined and the bindings of E overload those of E. We recall that symbols in boxes depict abstract structures and operations to be instantiated for a given type of state diagram.
S will thereafter be used to denote an element of Figure 4 .
ASSIGN

Figure 4: Action evaluation rules
The EVAL " SEQ rule is used to evaluate the actions in sequence. a ¡ ¢ ¡ £ ¡ a n is a syntactic abstract notation for a sequence of actions as we do not wish to set here some particular concrete syntax for these. The EVAL " NIL rule states that doing no action does not change the global state. The event emissions are dealt with by the EVAL" SEND rule, which expresses that the effect of sending an event is to evaluate its arguments and then put it 2 into the state diagram output event collection.
The EVAL " ASSIGN rule may need some explanations. Roughly speaking, assignments update the local environment. The understanding of this rule in an algebraic specification framework is quite natural (the term t is rewritten in v). For state oriented languages, the interpretation of the rule is slightly different. The variable x represents the state of the system. The value v denotes the new state obtained from the environment and after the evaluation of t. The notation used in this rule is specific to our approach and slightly different of the usual notation (i.e. pointed or with side effect). However, we wish to have at our disposal a common notation for the different considered languages.
The partition we made between the different kinds of semantics rules enables one to add some more action expressions. Let us illustrate this on a conditional (if-then-else) expression whose semantics is given in Figure 5 . Notations TRUE X and FALSE X denote truth values within the X framework.
This process may be used to extend the action language in order to take into account the specific constructs of a given language, such as LOTOS [40] or SDL [34] for instance. Hence, our approach even though focusing on the state diagrams may be easily extended to consider a wide range of languages involving static and dynamic aspects. To be able to reuse the semantic information yield by TRANS (D), we have first to define a function that maps members of TRANS¡ D¢ (extended transitions) to members of TRANS (D). This function, base, is defined in Figure  6 . 
D X E
The meta-type of variables is used to define the notion of type in term of a specific framework, which is noted v Mainly, the intuition we want to express is that some events may be received from the environment and some others may be send to it. As far as the input and output event collections of the state diagrams are concerned, this means that things are put into the input collection and things are taken out of the output collection. An important thing to note is that these modifications of the state diagrams extended states may 
with functions SOURCE and TARGET respectively denoting the source and target extended states of transitions. A unique rule, DYN " OPEN ( Fig. 11) is then defined to express the collection modifications that may take place in an open system semantics.
In this rule, the label l matches the two possible things the state diagram may do during the collections modification: nothing (rule DYN Global System and Communication. We may now define the last set of rules, putting things altogether. The idea is that a global system made up of several extended state diagrams (denoted 3 i n D i ) will evolve as its component evolve. Once again we will define the operational semantics of the system to be the set of traces of an LTS (INIT 
STATE is obtained from initial states (INIT) and reachable states (target states of transitions). TRANS is obtained from the product of the TRANS
open sets of each state diagram of the system, restricting this product with a communication constraint (CC, Fig. 12 ) that expresses that whenever an emission event is taken out of a given diagram (D i ) output event collection (i.e. present in E outi ), and if the receiver of this emission is a member (D j ) of the system, then this receiver has the event being put into its input event collection (E inj ). Other specific communication contraints may be defined in order to take different communication semantics into account.
Semantics of
X . The semantics of X depends on the various cases of data management, i.e. how are formalized evaluation functions. We have at our disposal several kinds of evaluation functions depending on the data specification language: axiomatic or state oriented. Here, explanations are splitted into two outcomes. We respectively offer several valuable insights into the evaluation function formalization for algebraic specifications (Larch and CASL) and state oriented languages (Z and B).
Algebraic Specifications. Concerning algebraic specifications, rewriting system is chosen as the evaluation function. This choice is justified since it is suitable to an operational semantics, and accordingly enables us to remain in a pragmatic and executable context. There are two cases: either the evaluation function is already available (formalized by hand or computed in a tool) and the designer has only to study this existing work, or (s)he has to build the function step by step. The first case is the most widespread possibility; indeed languages often come with their rewriting system. Furthermore, this case is more relevant because our goal is to deal with real cases and to point the work towards pragmatic results. For both cases, the evaluation function is mainly computed from the algebraic axioms appearing in the datatypes declaration. Signatures are used too to perform static semantics verification such as type consistency. The first solution aims at using the o wn ordering mechanisms of the language. We illustrate this idea on two algebraic languages which are Larch and CASL.
Larch [37] is a multi-site project, exploring methods, languages, and tools for the practical use of formal specifications. Much of the early work was done at MIT. Larch has at its disposal a theorem prover LP [35] which is able to automatically orient equations into rewrite rules without users having to enter explicit ordering commands. LP provides three types of ordering mechanisms for orienting equations into rewrite rules: two registered orderings (the dsmpos and noeq-dsmpos orderings), a polynomial ordering, and three "brute-force" ordering procedures. Here, we detail the registered orderings. These orderings are chosen because there are sufficient enough to illustrate the computation of the function. Furthermore, both next kinds of ordering mechanisms are difficult to use and produce a nonterminating set of rewrite rules. LP's registered orderings use information in a registry to orient equations. When no commutative or associative-commutative operators are involved, these orderings guarantee that the resulting rewrite rules terminate. There are two kinds of information in a registry: height information (relating pairs of operators) and status information (assigning relative weights to the arguments of operators with arity greater than one). The reader may refer to [35, 32] to have detailed informations concerning the registered ordering mechanism.
CASL [12] (Common Algebraic Specification Language) is an expressive algebraic language aimed at specifying requirements and design for conventional software. From CASL, simpler languages (e.g. for interfacing with existing tools) are to be obtained by restriction. The main features of its design are as follows: many-sorted basic specifications, structured specifications, architectural specifications, and specification libraries. A loose semantics for CASL specifications is described in [29] , but the meaning of CASL terms could be given using rewriting too. The rewriting is performed using a set of rewrite rules deduced from the CASL specifications. This can be achieved following the conceptual steps defined in [42] whose goal is the execution of CASL equational specifications with the ELAN rewrite engine [20] . Both basic and structured specifications are considered, even though some restrictions are assumed (subsorting and partiality features). The translation from CASL to ELAN is performed using intermediate formats (FCasEnv and Efix ATerms). Then, a last step of translation transforms Efix ATerms into the ELAN executable format (REF programs) .
About the second case (by hand), the axioms or equations have to be oriented into rewrite rules to obtain the rewriting system. There are two ways to compute this set of rewrite rules. It can be obtained from algebraic axioms by applying general ordering algorithms as those described in [43] . This computation is not automated and must be performed by hand. Most of these algorithms ensure termination and confluence of the computed rewriting system. To apply these algorithms, we restrict ourselves to the initial semantics of the datatypes because the interpretation of a set of axioms by a rewriting system has really sense only in the case of initial model [18] . For algebraic specification languages with loose semantics, it is possible to restrict them to their initial algebra so as to simplify the process.
State Oriented Languages. We give here the evaluation functions for Z and B are successively presented. Other languages such as VDM could be also taken into account using related approaches. Note that Z and B are seen through their language aspect and not the methodological one.
The B method is a collection of mathematically based techniques for the specification, design and implemen-tation of software modules. Systems are modeled as a collection of interdependent abstract machines. An abstract machine is described using the Abstract Machine Notation (AMN). Now, we discuss the computation of the evaluation function from state oriented specification techniques, and especially from B abstract machines. For this issue, we inspire ourselves from the B-Book [5] , and from a more recent work of Bert and Cave [17] . In the latter, the authors study several ways to build finite LTS from B abstract systems: enumeration of states, symbolic evaluation and set constraints, abstract interpretation, and so on. A LTS is suitable to depict an evaluation function.
The evaluation function is defined using the enumeration of states. This is the easiest way to define the function, and the underlying set of states and transitions. Given a B machine, we need the set of variables, the invariant, the initialisation, and the list of operations. The behaviour of the machine is viewed as a LTS. Each state denotes a set of data with values, and more precisely a finite set of variable/value couple. These couples are deduced from the variables and initialisations of the B machine. Names of operations are labels of transitions and symbolize the evolution from one state to another. The state space of the LTS is the set of states which satisfy the invariant. From the machine initialisation clause (depicted here using INIT), the initial states are deduced. In the formulas below, the symbols
are the temporal operators used in the formalization of some B dynamic aspects [6] .
Then, from each state satisfying the invariant and for each operation enabled in the initial state, the successors are the states with new values obtained by the application of the operation body (i.e. the corresponding generalized substitution).
According to the B-Book, this rule means that if
, where rel xj
is the binary relation which relates the values of x j before and after the substitution OP i . The properties of the evaluation function are the well-known ones on transition systems: deadlock, finite states, reachability, and so on. Here, we mainly are interested in the fact that there are no deadlocks in the transition system in order to be able to apply the evaluation function (moving from one state to another applying any operation of the machine). Yet, it is possible that the evolution in the LTS has no effect on the data. Another important property is the finite looping of the function. The termination is ensured because the evaluation of one operation induces a single step in the transition system evolution. Last but not least, the transition system is not finite in most of cases, but it is not really a shortcoming seeing that the generation of the whole automaton is useless here.
Z [70] is a mathematical notation based on set theory and first order predicate calculus. Z defines schemas to structure data specifications and operation specifications. A schema is made up of a declaration part (a set of typed schema variables) and a predicate part built on these variables. The semantics of a state schema consists in a set of bindings between the schema variables and values such that the predicate holds. State schemas define state spaces. A complete Z specification also uses an initialization schema which defines initial values for the variables.
The idea to define the Z evaluation function is to consider LTSs associated with Z specifications. This is possible since Z follows a model oriented approach. For this purpose, we use both the state schema, the initialization schema and the operation schemas of Z specifications. Let z be a Z specification defined with a state schema SSch z , an initialization schema SInit z , and a set of operation schemas. We may then define the associated LTS. To conclude the model oriented discussion, let us remark that the different steps followed for both languages could be gathered in a same approach. Indeed, they have the same underlying semantic model (LTS) introduced above.
Application. In this part we illustrate the application of our semantic rules on a simple example with three communicating state diagrams (Fig. 13) . . However, in this example we will still use the abstract notations to keep the rules readable. Each generic concept within our rules is instantiated by some concrete concept as presented in Table 3 . Here, the event collections are queues, together with the usual operations on them.
Abstract operators
©
Concrete operators nil Queue car cdr append Table 3 : Instantiation of the generic operators Our example uses natural numbers (sort Nat) defined in an usual way using 0 and succ. Nat is written using the input language of the LP theorem prover [35] , which is a subset of Larch. Within this framework, the evaluation function corresponds to term rewriting, i.e.
Larch spec ¡ £ ¢ ¥ ¤ R with R being the term rewriting relation. The rewrite rules are obtained from the algebraic specification axioms applying the noeq-dsmpos LP ordering command [35] . TRUE Larch spec corresponds to true in LP.
As a first example of rule application, Figure 14 gives an example of a simple dynamic evolution. This is an instantiation of the DYN " E rule (Fig. 10 ) without guard. It represents an independent evolution of diagram D3 from state 2 to state 1. The w value bound to the n variable is supposed to be the normal form of the n+2 term. This evaluation is performed through the act An example of communication is given in Figures 15, 16 and 17. It describes the asynchronous communication on tick between D1, D2 and D3 (which sends the tick events). In this example, we assume that the diagrams D1 and D2 are initially in state 1 and that the diagram D3 is in state 2 with the two sent events in its output queue. Figure 15 describes a conjunction of evolutions for the three diagrams where D3 has events taken out of its output queue whereas D1 and D2 have events put into their input queue. Such individual evolutions (here in premises) could have been proven correct, independently for each diagram, using dynamic evolution rules (such as the one given in Fig. 14) and then the open system rule (expressing the queues possible evolutions). We do not give the whole proofs here by lack of place. Figure 16 states that the communication constraint is verified for Figure 15 global evolution and therefore this evolution is a legal evolution for the global system (Fig. 17) . Note that in the rules, the abstract concepts have been instantiated by the Table 3 concrete concepts, with queue being the Queue constructor. 
Case Study: A Gas Station
In this section, we illustrate our approach with a concrete, simple but realistic example. It addresses a gas station equipped with several pumps. We successively deal with the requirements, the analysis and the modelling of static and dynamic aspects. For this case study we choose the UML state diagram notation to specify the dynamic aspect and both Larch and Z to model static aspects. Therefore, the foundations of Section 2 serve as the basis for this specific combination and are interpreted with regard to these formalisms semantics. According to the static part, we refer mainly to the semantics of Z and Larch; concerning the dynamic part, we refer to one of the proposed semantics of UML diagrams. It is the formalization of Jürjens [41] which is fixed for our work. The focus may be put on interactions between diagrams. Informally, for an UML model, interactions are viewed through collaboration diagram and/or sequence diagrams associated to the set of objects which participate in the accomplishment of a task. The corresponding informal semantics is defined as a sequence of communications which contains a collection of partially ordered messages. Each message specifies a communication between a sender and a receiver. In the considered formal semantics, the state diagrams D associated to each object, are precisely defined with their states and transition relation. Interactions between diagrams are formalized and communications are treated using queues to exchange messages. In the following case study, we deal with UML state diagrams and their interactions, in conformity with the fixed semantics. The combined use of our formalization (in Section 2) above the fixed semantics is already illustrated in Section 2 with an instantiation of our semantic rules.
Requirements and Analysis
Requirements. The case study is about the specification of a gas station behaviour. The station only provides self service by card payment and not payment at a cashier's desk. The necessary transactions for authentication and effective payment (data transmission to card management center) are not in the scope of this study. There are only three pumps at the gas station. Each pump delivers a type of fuel: two-star fuel, lead-free fuel and diesel. The station also has a control board equipped with a card reader for payments, several button keys for options selection, a numerical keyboard for inputs, a control screen and a ticket printer. The gas station manages all these equipments and furnishes to users the desired quantity of the fuel they selected. The station enables the user to enter his/her card number via the numerical keyboard, to select the fuel type and to choose or not the ticket printing.
Analysis and Working Hypothesis. From these requirements, we clarify the functionalities of the gas station considered here as the main system: users identification and authentication, fuel delivering and payment. We make explicit the necessary conditions to ensure these functionalities and the interactions implied with the environment. According to this analysis, we identify and model the various components. Therefore, we describe the global behaviour expected for the gas station. We distinguish two main parts in the analysis. A static part is devoted to the data contained in the system. A dynamic part deals with the system evolution through its components.
Static Part. To deliver fuel to users without sudden interruption during the distribution, the station must have a sufficient quantity of each type of fuel when it is put on service. We assume that there are several tanks. An unique tank is associated to each pump, that means to each type of fuel. Two different pumps are associated to two different tanks. A pump is off (i.e. out of service) when the quantity of fuel in the associated tank is less than a threshold to be defined. Therefore, the station cannot deliver this type of fuel before a refill of its tank. To guarantee a smooth working, the system should know at any time the tank state. By the way, this state should be maintained according to the achieved operations (fuel delivering, fuel refilling). To compute the amount to be paid and print the ticket, the system must have the price by litre for each type of fuel and the delivered quantity. A record of these informations is necessary. To summarize, we have to specify tanks, fuels and pumps to model the static part. Cards are not treated because authentication and payment are not in the scope of the study.
Dynamic Part. The functioning of the station is triggered by the user. When the user inserts its card, an authentication procedure follows. If the authentication succeeds then the user has to select a fuel type and validate or correct his/her choice. These interactions put emphasis on a component: a card manager. According to the user choice, the station initializes the screen, displays the litre price of the selected pump and the maximal quantity of fuel which can be delivered. Then the user must disengage the pump and serves itself. The amount to be paid and the quantity are simultaneously displayed during the delivering. At the end of the delivering, when the user engages the pump, the station prints the ticket if the user had selected this option. All these interactions reveal a subsystem we call pumps manager. This latter exchanges information with the user. We assume that when a pump is on, it guarantees the delivering of the associated fuel. For this reason, the station checks for the tank state after each service and either the pump remains on or is set off if there is not enough fuel quantity. Thus, we identify a tanks manager which has interactions with the pumps manager.
We design the global system as a concurrent composition of the three main independent components: a card manager, a pumps manager and a tanks manager. Each of them is described in the sequel. Other subsystems are considered as external: users and a subsystem that provides continuously, the quantity of fuel and the corresponding amount to be paid for a distribution.
Static Aspects Modelling
In this case study, we specify the data with the input language of the LP theorem prover and with the Z language. We specify in LP the natural and the real numbers. We use Z to specify data concerning pumps and tanks handling. We give here the Z specifications used in the diagrams of the dynamic part. The complete specification is analysed with Z/EVES for static correctness (type checking and syntax analysis) and static semantics (domain control).
Data Modelling for the Tank Management. Several Z schemas model the tank management. For each tank, we record the fuel, the minimal and maximal quantity it can contain, and its current quantity. There is a bijection between the pumps (pumpsId) and the fuel types (ZFuel). Various operations are described to specify the update of the tank contents. These data specifications will be used to model the behaviours of the gas station components. Accordingly, we gather all these specifications in a data module called Z-GSdata. Indeed, we can import this module so as to access predefined types as well as the defined types, state schemas and operations schemas. Note that only one diagram uses the initialization schema in order to have only one instance of the system state. The other diagrams use operation schemas and data sent through message parameters. For the readability of the following figures we use special definitions for predefined types: ZInt 
Dynamic Aspects Modelling
The behaviours of card manager, pumps manager and tanks manager are modelled using UML state diagrams. Consequently, the semantics for diagrams interactions is the one of UML diagrams but with regard to the Jrjens's formalization. In our modelling, we consider the possible interactions between the various diagrams in order to build the scheduling of events and actions, and to establish links with previously described data. The datatypes are considered and used as indicated in Section 2. They appear in guards like [pstate = tt], as event parameters like updPumpState(pstate: ZBool), in actions for example /PumpsManagerˆactivatePump(ap) and in diagrams note as local variables. These latter variables have types imported (IMPORT ...) from modules specified in the static part. In this case study, different type names are used in modules. Therefore, there is no need to prefix the type name by the module name to avoid confusion. Let us now detail the basic components of our system. We start with the card manager (see Fig. 18 ). It models events which permit to insert a card, input the code and select the desired fuel. Afterwards, it interacts with the pumps manager so as to deliver the fuel. Several interaction termination cases are possible: the authentication fails (error), the delivering is correctly terminated (endDelivering) and the ticket is printed if the user has selected this option (printTicket), or the delivering has not been possible (the pump is not disengaged within sixteen seconds) and the interactions terminate with error (pumpError). Note that two kinds of events are used in the diagrams below. The basic ones have no parameters (from UML state diagram). They express either an internal evolution of the state diagram (for example insertCard and inputCode) or an interaction between diagrams (for example /CardManagerˆpumpError). The extended ones can bear parameters for example askTicket(b: Zbool). They express interactions with other diagrams. The diagram of the pumps manager (see Fig. 19 ) uses local variables pumpsThreshold, maxAmount and t. The variable pumpsThreshold represents the minimal fuel quantity needed to maintain the pump on; it is a set threshold. Note that we have external events that correspond to interactions between the system and its environment, particularly with the user which triggers the pump functioning. These events are not completely enumerated. There are for example insertCard in the card manager (see Fig. 18 ) and distribution in the pumps manager (see Fig. 19 ). The computation of the amount to be paid (amount) is achieved by an external subsystem and the value is communicated via the event receiveAmount in Figure 19 . It is also the case for the distributed quantity (servedqtty). The specification of this subsystem could be simply done by considering a state diagram with a local data type handling the couples of a fuel and the corresponding price by litre. This aspect is hidden through the event receiveAmount. The pumps manager ensures the fuel distribution by interacting with the card manager and with the tanks manager. When a distribution is initiated, the user has sixteen seconds to disengage the pump and to serve itself. After this delay an error is notified. The pumps manager has the maximum fuel quantity an user can serve; it can then interrupt the distribution (endDistribution). The card manager interacts with the user for a service, for example through the events insertCard and askTicket. During a distribution, there are a lot of synchronizations between the pumps manager and the card manager so as to update the control screen (updScreen) with the fuel quantity and the corresponding amount. The pumps manager engages the event /CardManagerˆupdScreen(servedqtty, amount) and the other does the event updScreen(...). This is an UML state diagrams interaction. It meets the general communication formalization presented in Section 2. These interactions with the user are continued until the end of the distribution (endDistribution) and the pump engagement (engage). Then, the pumps manager locks the pump and synchronizes itself with the tanks manager to update the fuel quantity (decreaseQtty), and finally, it communicates with the card reader to complete the distribution (endDelivering). In the pumps manager, the pump state is updated (/CardManagerˆupdPumpState) after the test of the quantity available after each distribution (/TanksManagerˆcheckThreshold). The tanks manager uses the data module Z-GSdata and the variable pstate as local data. The tanks manager interacts with the pumps manager (decreaseQtty) and with the environment in order to fill in (increaseQtty) with fuel. It also achieves the update operations on the tanks (UpdQtty) and the test of fuel level (checkThreshold).
We show in this case study how to practically integrate formal datatypes within state diagrams on the theoretical basis provided in Section 2. Data are beforehand formalized and analysed using Z and LP. Then, within the scope 
Related Works
In this section, we compare our approach with existing works for the integration or combining of state diagrams (either UML or Statecharts ones) with formal specification languages dedicated to the static aspects. As we already stressed in the introduction, existing works enforce the use of a unique static formal description language, hence are less flexible than our approach. We also therefore have a better level of reusability for our components.
State Diagrams and OCL. As a complement to the description of datatypes using class diagrams (that, in spite of several formalizations [36] , have the major drawback to raise the UML multi-diagram consistency problem), the usual extension of state diagrams with datatypes is the use of OCL (Object Constraint Language) constraints. However, OCL is mainly adapted to express constraints on internal data, or on data associated with classes and objects. Hence OCL is not a real language to describe formal abstract datatypes. Nevertheless, several works are interested in the formalization of OCL [24, 26] .
Several works address the verification of state diagrams in the reactive or real-time modelling framework. In such a case, the state diagrams are extended with basic datatypes, usually integers, to model clocks. These works, as [31, 52] for example, usually proceed in a two-step approach. First the state diagrams (eventually a restriction) are formalized by translating them into the input languages of model checkers or hybrid verification tools such as Uppaal [48] . Then, the verification process may take place. If these approaches are interesting as far as taking temporal aspects into account is concerned, they do not satisfy us as far as they do not enable one to use real abstract datatypes (i.e. others than the clocks) since such datatypes may not be translated efficiently into the tools input languages.
State Diagrams and Z. Büssow and Weber propose a practical methodology for the specification of real-time control systems [75, 22] . Their model, ¢ SZ, is made up of three views to deal with the complexity of such systems and to separate their aspects: (i) the architectural view is specified with object and class diagrams, (ii) the reactive view is specified using Statecharts, and (iii) the functional view is specified using Z. Links between the different views lead to proof obligations to ensure a semantic compatibility.
Other works have taken interest in linking UML class diagrams and Z. Examples are RoZ [33], or FuZed [21] which was initially based on Fusion and has been applied to UML later on. These approaches proceed using a translation into Z. Recently, the RoZ approach has been combined with state diagrams to address the static / dynamic consistency issue [53] . This is an approach complementary to ours since we also want to address this issue. However, the focus of our approach is more put on the dynamic part of systems (operational semantics) and then we try to be as general as possible as far as the static part is concerned (Z may be used but algebraic specifications as well).
State Diagrams and B Method. The first proposal for the combination of state diagrams and B is [67] which aims at using state diagrams to design in a graphical way reactive systems. Therefore, it proposes a translation of Statecharts into the B Abstract State Machines notation. Using this translation, the author gives the Statecharts a formal semantics in term of B machines. The main contribution of this work is to enable one to specify systems using the user-friendly Statechart notation and then translate them into B which thereafter constitutes an homogeneous framework for the subsequent steps of the formal development such as refinement and security properties analysis. The iState tool implements the translation of Statecharts into B but also into several programming languages [68, 69] .
Lano et al [46, 47] propose a method to support the graphical design of systems using B, together with a design methodology to express the structuring of reactive systems in B. Only a simplified version of Statecharts (RSDS) is taken into account in order to avoid some problems arising with their different semantics (mainly related to the event sequences). Their main goal is to use the development support of the B method for reactive systems.
Ledang An important thing to note is that, as with approaches combining state diagrams with Z, the works combining them with B usually proceed using a translation into the static specification language, which thereafter is used as a unique formal development framework. Only recently, Laleau and Polack [45] have addressed the issue to have a two-way translation process.
The main difference between our approach and approaches using Z or B is that we try to use the different semantics of the dynamic and the static parts without translating one into another. We think this approach is more suited to a reuse of proofs. It enables the specifier to reuse a proof related to one aspect (hence done in a framework (s)he knows, with tools dedicated to this aspect) within a proof related to the whole (global) system. We hope this could enable at last some kind of multi-language compositional specification. Using integrated translation approaches, the specifier has to make his/her whole proofs within a unique framework (which may not be adequate).
State Diagrams and Algebraic Specification Languages. Reggio and Repetto propose Casl-Chart [62], a visual formal specification language for the modelling of reactive systems. It combines Statecharts (following the STATEMATE semantics [38] ) with the CASL algebraic specification language [12] . A Casl-Chart specification is made up of datatypes written in CASL and several Statecharts that may use these datatypes in events, guards and actions. The semantics of the combined language is given in term of the two basic languages semantics.
Our work is therefore close to Casl-Chart. However, we propose a more flexible approach at the static specification level since we enable the specifier to use (at the same time) several formalisms. Our approach is also more flexible at the dynamic specification level since we propose a reusable semantic framework for the integration of formal datatypes within dynamic formalisms.
Conclusion and Perspectives
Our goal is to propose specifier-friendly integrated languages for mixed specifications, and more generally an integration method suited to the specification of mixed complex systems. We chose to combine state diagrams with formal specification languages devoted to abstract datatypes (algebraic specifications or state oriented specifications such as Z and B). This joint use, in a formal and integrated framework, of a semi-formal notation for dynamic aspects with formal languages for static aspects enables one to take advantage of both approaches: specifierfriendliness and readability from semi-formal approaches, high abstraction level, expressiveness, consistency and verification means from formal approaches. Unlike existing approaches, our proposal advocates an higher level of abstraction. Therefore, it enables to take into account the different UML state diagrams semantics, and more generally Statecharts semantics or any states and transitions formalisms such as SDL or the recent works on symbolic transition systems [39, 23, 25] . Our approach is also more flexible as it permits to use different datatype description languages, hence increasing the reusability level of specifications.
As far as the dynamic part is concerned, specifications obtained using our approach may be verified using model checking or specification animation (direct use of STATEMATE abstracting away from the datatypes, translation of the dynamic semantics into specific tools -such as CWB-NC [27] -input languages). As far as the static part is concerned, one may use theorem provers or toolboxes dedicated to the static languages that are being used within the integration (e.g. CATS A first perspective addresses the verification issues. If it is yet possible to verify the aspects taken separately, it is important to be able to verify the global system. We are working on the translation of our generic approach for integrated mixed languages and its semantics into higher order logic tools such as PVS [30] To translate a mixed system specification into PVS, we have to express into PVS input language both basic static and dynamic aspects of the system, their interactions and then propose proof strategies taking into account the mixed aspect of specifications. Up to now, we know how to translate into PVS specifications combining process algebras and algebraic specifications. Yet, we still have to experiment this embedding on concrete case studies, develop the proof strategies and then undertake proofs on the specifications using these strategies.
We think approaches translating the whole specification into the static aspects formal language [68, 69, 50, 60] could also be used but they have the drawback not to enable some kind of proof interaction. That is, after the translation of the dynamic aspects into the static language has been achieved, if the specifier has to interact with the prover during the verification process then (s)he has to do it in the static language, no reverse translation is done. This makes the verification process more difficult. The recent works of Laleau and Polack [45] are a first step to take this interactive two-way mixed verification issue into account. More generally, the issue is about mixed proof integration, that is give means to the specifier to reuse proofs made separately on different aspects into the global system proof process (taking of course into account the fact that different languages are been used).
We yet have developed a tool dedicated to the animation of specifications combining CCS with abstract datatypes. This tool, ISA [15] , is quite generic over the datatype (i.e. static) language which is concerned. There just has to be an evaluation function defined for the chosen language. This function is coded as an external module which is then used by the main ISA program. Up to now, we have made experiments with the Python (object oriented and functional) language. In the near future, we plan to deal with algebraic specifications (with initiality) through the use of an external rewrite engine (ELAN [20] ). The next step will then be to extend ISA in order to deal with several dynamic specification languages. The experiments we have already made (with CCS and Python, or with UML state diagrams and formal datatypes as described in this paper) could then be described as a specific instantiation of this generic framework.
Another future work is related to a generalization of our approach in order to be able to combine different formalisms based on the integration of formal datatypes within state / transition systems (LOTOS [40], SDL [34] , Korrigan [25] ). Indeed, our approach is quite general and flexible yet as far as the dynamic and static aspects are concerned. This should enable us to take into account a large family of mixed specification languages and compose them. Specific works dealing with relating different heterogeneous specification languages given in term of institutions (the recent works of Mossakowski [55] for example) are not directly relevant here since there is not always an institution defined for the mixed specification languages we know (e.g. LOTOS). In [7] however, we made a first step in this direction, defining an institution with refinement for mixed specification languages.
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Abstract
In this technical report, we present a generic approach for the integration of datatypes expressed using formal specification languages within state diagrams. Our main motivations are (i) to be able to model dynamic aspects of complex systems with graphical user-friendly languages, and (ii) to be able to specify in a formal way and at a high abstraction level the datatypes pertaining to the static aspects of such systems. The dynamic aspects may be expressed using state diagrams (such as UML or SDL ones) and the static aspects may be expressed using either algebraic specifications or state oriented specifications (such as Z or B). Our approach introduces a flexible use of datatypes. It also may take into account different semantics for the state diagrams. We herein present first the formal foundations of our approach and then a case study is used to demonstrate its pragmatism. 
